More than 80% of today's data is unstructured in nature, and these unstructured datasets evolve over time. A large part of these datasets are text documents generated by media outlets, scholarly articles in digital libraries, findings from scientific and professional communities, and social media. Vector space models were developed to analyze text data using data mining and machine learning algorithms. While ample vector space models exist for text data, the evolutionary aspect of ever changing text corpora is still missing in vector-based representations. The advent of word embeddings has enabled us to create a contextual vector space, but the embeddings fail to consider the temporal aspects of the feature space successfully. This paper presents an approach to include temporal aspects in feature spaces. The inclusion of the time aspect in the feature space provides vectors for every natural language element, such as words or entities, at every timestamp. Such temporal word vectors allow us to track how the meaning of a word changes over time, by studying the changes in its neighborhood. Moreover, a time-reflective text representation will pave the way to a new set of text analytic abilities involving time series for text collections.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the high volumes of text data generated by every sector of society, the necessity to consider text publications as an evolving stream of data is increasing. There is no doubt that the existing abilities to transform unstructured text collections into a structured representation provide us with ample analytic opportunities by leveraging many data mining and machine learning algorithms that have been designed exclusively for structured data. However, to serve an even larger set of analytic needs, modern text mining is slowly drifting toward analysis of temporal aspects of text [18] , [51] . The ability to represent unstructured text with a temporal context is in its infant stage. This paper discusses the needs and expected properties of a time-reflective representation of text data along with a preliminary implementation that reveals the potential of such time-reflective representations.
In this work, we present a smooth and continuous timereflective representation of temporal text data. To highlight the potential of the proposed time-reflective representation, we use the task of tracking the semantic evolution of words, which refers to identifying changes in the meaning of words over time. The term meaning in our work does not refer to the definition of a word as seen in the dictionary, but to the connotation inferred by studying the context of a word at different time stamps. In this paper, we use the phrase semantic evolution and contextual evolution interchangeably. Figure 1 (a) provides an example of the neighborhood of the word cloud using a static representation. Figure 1 (b) shows how the context words of the word cloud evolved over time. Prominent context words of cloud using a static representation are vapor, rain, Google Drive, and Dropbox. The history of how the neighboring words came into the context of cloud is not apparent when using static embeddings. In the timereflective representation (Figure 1 (b) ), it is evident that the terms Google Drive and Dropbox became more prominent in recent years. Context is more time-dependent, as illustrated in Results are low-dimensional tf-idf [49] word2vec [34] Dynamic Bernoulli embeddings [45] Our proposed approach An aspiring approach Figure 1 . Our representation allows us to smoothly track the semantic evolution. While a static representation may provide the context of each word of a corpus as a set of nearest neighbors, the time-reflective representation has the ability to capture how the context of a word changes over time.
To study semantic evolution, the corresponding text corpus must be large and timestamped so that enough evidence can be gathered by a model to form a chain of concepts over time. News articles and scientific papers are good examples of timestamped text corpora. In news articles, a time-reflective representation can capture the evolution of a particular event over time. In scientific articles from a biomedical corpus, scientists can discover how a particular medical concept evolved in the past.
Semantic evolution is not yet quantifiable in the literature and cannot be easily modeled using data mining and machine learning algorithms. Moreover, the evolution of some words can be slow while for other words it can be fast. For example, the word husband in early 14th century meant house-owner and in the next several hundred years the meaning changed to a marital status. In contrast, words like cloud, apple, and viral have rapidly changed their meaning during the last two decades. We would like to have a temporal text representation that includes the following features:
1) A temporal dimension that allows modeling evolution over time. 2) Support for vector space modeling. That is, each word must have a vector in each timestamp so that the vectors can be tracked over time for each word. 3) Continuous and smooth changes of a word vector over time, e.g., the vectors should not completely shift in space from one timestamp to the other. This property will allow usage of time series analysis algorithms. 4) Ability to capture significant changes in the semantics of a word in a short period of time (e.g. between consecutive timestamps). 5) Low dimensionality, i.e., the representation should be as compact as possible to make it suitable/feasible for use with big data analytics algorithms. Table I lists several vector space models in terms of their fulfillment of the five expected features of temporal text representations. There are two main types of vector space models for text data: co-occurrence-and embedding-based models. Word2vec [34] and dynamic Bernoulli embeddings [45] are embedding-based methods, while tf-idf [49] and the proposed model are co-occurrence based models. As noted in Table I , this paper targets most of the expected properties of a timereflective representation except for the low-dimensionality of the vectors. The aspiring approach that includes all the properties remains as a future work.
Pros and cons of co-occurrence-based models: These approaches are known to be accurate in terms of inferring the meaning of a given word based on the words that cooccur with the given word. Their disadvantage -when used in tracking temporal semantic evolution -is that the distribution of words that appear at every timestamp is usually sparse. As a result, it is possible that some words do not appear at all for a particular timestamp, making the representation discrete rather than continuous. A word might have a neighborhood that does not describe an accurate context of the word when the appearance of a word is infrequent in a particular timestamp. Another disadvantage of this approach is that it requires O(mnt) storage, where m is the number of documents, n is the number of words, and t is the number of timestamps in the corpus.
Pros and cons of embedding-based models: Word embeddings are a low-dimensional representation of a text corpus obtained using the co-occurrence information. This model is suitable for analyzing large text datasets due to its small footprint. Static embeddings require d × n storage where d is the length of the vector of each word and n is the number of unique words in the corpus, resulting in a O(n) space requirement. If a time-reflective embeddings is created, the storage requirement will be O(nt), given t is the number of timestamps. One drawback of using word embeddings is that the vectors do not have interpretable values, unlike cooccurrence based approaches. The vectors provide a holistic information space in which nearest neighbors of each word represent the context of the word.
In this paper, we introduce a new co-occurrence-based timereflective vector space model, which is diffusion-centric in the time dimension, referring to the change of the distributional patterns of a phenomenon over time. The model takes into account the co-occurrence of words within the same context for a particular timestamp, thus enabling the model to capture drifts in short time spans. We incorporate diffusion of the word counts across timestamps to smooth the word vectors over time. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) We present a new diffusion-based method of generating co-occurrence-based time-reflective vector space models for temporal text corpora.
2) We introduce the neighborhood monotony metric, which allows us to quantify the semantical or contextual change of a word over time. 3) We compare the new model with regular co-occurrencebased and dynamic-embedding-based vector space models.
II. RELATED WORK
Language has evolved over time, going through several syntactic and semantic diachronic (temporal) changes. This can be observed in words that disappear or are substituted by new words that better exemplify the contemporary meaning and intent of the expression [1] , [65] . There are many probabilistic approaches that aim to track temporal changes in word meaning and semantic evolution by transforming a text corpus into a latent time series model [8] , [15] , [42] , [46] , [52] , [64] . Mihalcea, et al. [32] leverage Part of Speech (PoS) features from a word and its context to create a supervised model that predicts when that word was published. Other approaches represent a corpus as a graph, where each word is represented as a node and the edges between them are weighed based on contextual information [26] , [36] . None of these approaches focus on finding a vector space model that accurately models the corpus for tracking semantic evolution.
A. Dynamic topic models
Several different versions of dynamic topic models have been developed. These models obtain the distribution of a word over latent topics, effectively trying to identify the changes in the patterns of word usage [10] , [16] , [19] , [38] , [56] , [58] , [59] . Dynamic topic models combined with clustering techniques can identify significant changes in the clusters over time [59] . However, these methods obtain the distribution of a word over topics, thus are limited in their application into finding the semantic changes of a word.
B. Vector space models
A vector space model is a tool that represents a text corpus in a continuous space. Vector space models can be classified into three classes: term-document, word-context, and pair-pattern [53] . The term-document matrix representation corresponds to the traditional tf-idf model [49] and its many different variations in terms of weighting and normalization [47] , [48] at a document level. The word-context model is usually obtained at a window or sentence level. The pairpattern matrices are obtained by identifying patterns (columns) for a pair of words (rows) [53] . These vector models can be leveraged to compute semantic neighborhoods by using cosine similarity. Hamilton, et al. [17] use a second-order vector which is obtained from the original vector plus the vectors of the neighborhood to compute the semantic similarity at each timestamp.
C. Word embeddings
Word embeddings are, in general, vector space models obtained by leveraging the distributional statistics of the words in a corpus. Thus, word embeddings over time can flexibly be used to compute the semantic similarity between words at different timestamps. Mikolov, et al. [33] , [34] introduced the word2vec model which obtains static embeddings, or lowdimensional representations of a corpus at a single point in time. Word2vec represents the foundation of most of the current state-of-the-art dynamic embeddings. Barkan [7] proposes a probabilistic version of the same algorithm using Bayesian inference. A different unsupervised learning approach is GloVe by Pennington, et al. [41] in which word vectors are created using matrix factorization of a word-word co-ocurrence matrix.
The introduction of the temporal dimension in word embeddings has also been explored. Several authors have trained word embeddings at every timestamp in their corpus, and then used a method such as regression to artificially connect the embeddings over time [18] , [28] , [30] , [68] . The main drawback of this approach in terms of the semantic evolution tracking task is that it requires having a very large number of documents at each timestamp so that word2vec (or a different static method) can obtain a high quality model, which is not always the case, specially with the introduction of new words at different points in time. Rosin, et al. [44] use a similar technique but introduce the supervised task of semantic relatedness, which attempts to predict if two words are related at a certain point in time.
Dynamic embedding models have been introduced to overcome the problem of data sparsity and lack of continuity of the previous approach, by using joint embedding generation. Bamler and Mandt [6] leverage a probabilistic Bayesian version of word2vec to infer the embedding vectors at each timestamp, but use Kalman filtering to connect the embeddings over time. Yao, et al. [63] propose an approach that uses the pointwise mutual information (PMI) matrix instead of word2vec. To obtain the dynamic embeddings, the PMI matrix is factorized iteratively at each timestamp, and alignment is enforced through regularization. Finally, Rudolph and Blei [45] use Kalman filtering like Bamler and Mandt, but Rudolph and Blei use a non-Bayesian approach based on exponential family embeddings. According to Bamler and Mandt, using such a non-Bayesian approach makes the model more sensitive to noise for sparse data.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
This paper focuses exclusively in timestamped text corpora, such as collections of news articles or scientific publications. Let D = {d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d |D| } be a corpus of |D| text documents and W = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w |W| } be the set of |W| noun phrases extracted from the text corpus D. Each document d contains noun phrases from the vocabulary (W d ⊂ W) in the same order as they appear in the original document of d. Every document d ∈ D is labeled with a timestamp t d ∈ T , where T is the ordered set of timestamps.
A. Expected outcome
The goal of this paper is to obtain a time-reflective vector space model from corpus D. Thus, for every timestamp t ∈ T , we seek to obtain a vector representation of every word w ∈ W. Ideally, the vectors of words that appear frequently in the same context of word A should be spatially closer to the vector of word A, than those that appear less often.
IV. METHODOLOGY FOR DIFFUSION-BASED SEMANTIC TRACKING
In this work we focus on a specific application of vector space models -tracking semantic or contextual evolution. We focus in such a task because it allows the user to determine the meaning of a particular word at different times. The context of a word can be retrieved from the nearest neighbors of a word vector. Our approach consists of two main components: (1) temporal diffusion of words and (2) temporal neighborhood retrieval.
A. Temporal diffusion
The distribution of the frequency of a word over time can be severely irregular, in particular for words or noun phrases that suddenly appear at a particular timestamp, or that are used sporadically. Furthermore, based on diffusion theory [4] , which refers to the change of the distributional patterns of a phenomenon over time, we assume that the meaning of a word, and consequently its vector representation, will diffuse over time.
To smooth the word vectors over time, we assume that every document is present in every timestamp. However, those timestamps closer to when the document was originally published have a higher probability. We use a Gaussian filter to diffuse the contribution of the document smoothly before and after the publication date of the document. The filter uses a sliding window, going from the first to the last timestamp. The contribution of a document d increases the closer its timestamp t d is to the current timestamp t. The tf-idf weight of a word can be modified at each timestamp with Equation 1.
whereŵ is the weighted value at timestamp t for the noun phrase w ∈ W in document d ∈ D, which was published at timestamp t d . The term f w,d represents the term frequency of noun phrase w in document d, δ w is the number of documents that contain noun phrase w, and W d is the set of noun phrases that appear in document d. σ represents the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution, and is set by the user. A large value of σ means that the diffusion of concepts will be slow over time. A small standard deviation will allow capturing short-term changes in meaning, but makes the model more susceptible to noise.
B. Computing the nearest neighbors of a word in a particular timestamp
To track the semantic evolution of a given word, we perform an analysis from one year to another and construct a set of k-nearest neighbors for each year. Analyzing the changes in a word's neighborhood in consecutive years helps us understand the semantic change of a word over time.
The context of a word conveys the meaning and intent of the word. Selecting a context that filters out unimportant or irrelevant words can improve significantly the quality of the retrieved neighborhoods. In this work, we filter out every word occurrence that is not within the context of the word under analysis, and we evaluate the following contexts:
• document-level context. Every word in document d is part of the context of the other words in the same document. • window-level context. Only the words that are within a window of a particular size from the word of interest are part of its context. For example, if the window size is 2, then the two words before and the two words after the word of interest will belong to its context. The neighborhood retrieval task is divided in three main subtasks. First, we find all the occurrences of words that belong to the context of the word of interest. Next, we set all of the tf-idf vector entries that do not belong to the context to 0. Finally, we compute the cosine similarity between the resulting vectors for every timestamp. The neighborhood is formed by the terms that have the highest values of cosine similarity at each timestamp.
C. Evaluation of semantic evolution
The meaning of a word tends to evolve and change over time. Usually, we can infer the meaning of a word by looking at the context in which it appears most frequently. Thus, we assume that identifying significant changes in the context of a word will help us determine if its meaning is also changing. In this paper, we introduce the concept of neighborhood monotony to evaluate, quantitatively, how much the context of a word changes over time, based on the word's neighborhood over consecutive timestamps. This metric helps in evaluating semantic evolution by allowing to estimate the degree to which the semantical or contextual meaning remains steady. We name such steady-ness of the meaning of a word throughout a timeline neighborhood monotony. The neighborhood monotony,F , is computed by taking the average of Jaccard similarities [43] between the neighborhoods of a word in every consecutive pair of timestamps. Equation 2 formulates the average neighborhood monotony of word w.
where M (t i , w, k) is the neighborhood of size k for word w at timestamp t i .
If the k-neighborhood of a word remains unchanged across all timestamps, the word is considered to exhibit a completely monotonous evolution, and the average neighborhood monotony will be 1.0. If the neighborhood changes completely for every pair of consecutive timestamps, then the average neighborhood monotony will become 0.0.
Additionally, we introduce the concept of minimum and absolute neighborhood monotony. Minimum neighborhood monotony refers to the pair of consecutive timestamps where the Jaccard similarity between neighborhoods is lowest. It identifies significant changes in the meaning of a word in a single point in time. Absolute neighborhood monotony refers to the Jaccard similarity between the neighborhoods of the first and last timestamps. It helps identify very monotonous concepts that did not evolve over time.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For our experiments, we use a corpus of 613,545 PubMed abstracts [9] related to the query "anticancer agents", published between January 1998 and April 2018. We preprocessed each abstract by extracting its noun-phrases using the SpaCy Python library [20] . The corpus contains 15,988,890 unique nounphrases. We selected the top-10,000 noun-phrases based on frequency. We evaluate our method by comparing its performance with that of a regular tf-idf model and the state-of-theart dynamic Bernoulli embedding model [45] .
In the tf-idf model, each document d ∈ D is represented as an |W|-length sparse vector, which contains the normalized tf-idf weights of each noun phrase w ∈ W. To compute these weights we use tf-idf with cosine normalization [21] .
For dynamic Bernoulli embeddings, we use the code provided by Rudolph and Blei [45] , and apply the same parameters that they described. However, the optimal configuration for the results presented in [45] is not provided in the paper. Therefore, we performed a thorough exploration of different configurations and selected the model that provides the best test log likelihood, which was −2.71. The parameters used in our work are:
• embedding size: 100 • window size: 2 (i.e. 2 words on each side) • negative samples: 20 • number of batches: 100000 ∈ [10000, 100000] For our own model (Equation 1), we set the temporal diffusion parameters to the following values:
• standard deviation of the diffusion over time: 1.0 • context type: window • window size: 2 (i.e. 2 words on each side) In this section, we seek to answer the following questions. 1) How well does our algorithm track the evolution of specific medical terms? (Section V-A) 2) How does our method compare qualitatively to other methods in terms of tracking semantic evolution? (Section V-B) 3) How sensitive is our vector space model to changes in the hyperparameters? (Section V-C) 4) How does our method compare quantitatively to other methods such as regular tf-idf and dynamic embeddings in terms of neighborhood monotony? (Section V-D)
A. Case study
In this section, we present a study in tracking semantic evolution using our algorithm for two medical terms: leukemia and gastric cancer. We limit our analysis to the top-16 nearest neighbors for each timestamp, from which we present the most interesting words that show significant changes over time.
The results are promising because, as we describe next, the neighborhoods help explain the context or contemporary stateof-the-art related to a particular term.
1) Evolution of "leukemia" neighborhood: Figure 2 shows the evolution of the neighborhood of the term leukemia in medical abstracts over the last twenty years. The early neighborhood includes the term GVHD, which is a disease frequently related in the literature to bone marrow transplantation, and has been identified as the most important issue in the treatment of relapsing leukemia patients [35] .
Imatinib is a drug approved by the FDA as a treatment for leukemia in 2001 [12] . Around 2006, several articles were published that included long term studies of the effects and success rates of Imatinib [13] , [25] , [40] , as well as several experiments that combine this drug with some other treatments [62] . This could also explain the appearance of the word combination in the neighborhood starting in 2006.
From the observed results, we can infer that combining two or more treatments to try to cure leukemia has been the trend since 2006 [14] , [55] . There has also been an important recent effort on curing Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML), which is a very common, fast-growing, and known to be deadly cancer [39] . In 2018, the FDA approved a combination treatment targeting AML [55] .
Finally, in 2018, several articles were published exploring the possibility that the presence of Bovine Leukemia Virus (BLV) in humans can significantly increase the risk of breast cancer [5] , [11] . In this case, we can infer that the word leukemia is more closely related to the bovine virus associated breast cancer and not to the commonly known human blood cancer. This example shows the potential of using our approach to identify multiple meanings for the same word.
2) Evolution of "gastric cancer" neighborhood: Figure 3 presents the evolution of gastric cancer for the last two decades. Between 1997 and 2003, many studies of liver metastases caused by gastric cancer were reported [31] , which could explain its appearance in the early neighborhood of gastric cancer. In the period of 2000 to 2004, there were several findings related to the role of integrins in theperitoneal dissemination of gastric cancer cells, which is relevant because there is no effective treatment for gastric cancer after this cancer stage is reached [24] .
To treat early stages of gastric cancer, several different combinations of treatments have been studied. Currently, however, there is no single treatment that is considered the most effective [2] , [3] . Docetaxel, placitaxel and S-1 are drugs that have been used to treat gastric cancer, either separately or as a combination [29] , [37] , [61] . Many of the publications between 2003 and 2005 about these drugs are phase 1 or 2 studies, which means that the drugs were in the early stages of clinical research at that time [54] . Thus, we can infer that the novelty of these drugs caused a peak in the interest of the clinical research community during this period.
In 2007, S-1 was approved as an effective option for adjuvant chemotherapy for patients with resected gastric cancer. Thus, it is possible that the term adjuvant chemotherapy appeared within the neighborhood of gastric cancer because many published studies evaluated its effectiveness [27] .
Recently, there has been a significant interest on inducing apoptosis in gastric cancer cells. Apoptosis refers to "autodestruction" [60] of the harmful cells. There has also been contemporary interest on identifying substances or conditions that suppress apoptosis [22] . Finally, the terms proliferation and poor prognosis seem to be related to gastric cancer because of many recent publications that correlate substances with the proliferation or suppression of gastric cancer cells [57] , [66] , [69] , as well as with indicators of a poor prognosis or outcome [23] , [67] .
B. Qualitative evaluation
In this experiment, we use the task of tracking semantic evolution to illustrate the advantages of using our model. We compare the neighborhoods over time obtained using our method with those obtained using the tf-idf model and the dynamic-embedding-based model. For this experiment, we selected the top-16 words such that their tf-idf-based vectors have the highest cosine similarity at any point in time with the tf-idf vector for the word of interest. Next, we obtained the evolving trends for these 16 words using the dynamic Bernoulli embeddings and the vectors generated by our timereflective model (Eq. 1). Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the neighborhood of the word leukemia at different points in time: for (a) the tf-idf method, (b) our time-reflective method (Equation 1), and (c) the dynamic Bernoulli embeddings method. The height of a stream at a particular point represents the cosine similarity of that word vector with the vector for leukemia. It is quite noticeable that the tf-idf method provides a noisy signal, while the dynamic Bernoulli method produces almost "stale" results. Clearly, none of the noticeable variations from the tfidf model are captured. In contrast, our method captures the most noticeable variations from the tf-idf methods, e.g. for the noun phrases 1000 mg, lscs, lung cancer cell lines, and centuries. Furthermore, we can observe that the trends are clearer in our method because the noise of the original data is filtered out.
We performed another experiment using data from the National Vulnerability Database [50] to verify that our approach could be extended to other datasets. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the term Adobe flash player from 2003 to 2018. In the figure we can identify two interesting trends: in the past, user-assisted remote attackers and arbitrary code where prominent, while recently terms such as exploitable memory corruption vulnerability (with successful exploitation) and user-after-free vulnerability are more related to Adobe Flash. The results for the dynamic Bernoulli embeddings and tf-idf are similar to those shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4c .
Our webpage 1 presents additional plots for Adobe flash as well as other case studies from the PubMed dataset. The first one is for the term colon cancer and the second one focuses on the term diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL). Both of these additional case studies demonstrate that our timereflective tracking of semantic evolution smoothly captures changes in the meanings of words.
C. Sensitivity analysis
In this experiment, we evaluate the effect of performing a sweep of different values for (a) the standard deviation and (b) the word context on our model using our neighborhood monotony metric (Equation 2). Ideally, we would like to capture a pattern that is not too monotonous (i.e. not close to 1.0), and not too unstable (i.e. not close to 0.0). We experimented using both document-level context and windowlevel context. The window-level context was varied between window sizes of 1 to 4. We used multiple standard deviations in our model (Equation 1): 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0. Figure 6 shows how the neighborhood monotony metric reacts with varying neighborhood sizes (k) and varying standard deviation (σ). As we increase the value of the standard deviation, the neighborhood monotony increases significantly. This is to be expected because increasing the standard deviation means that we are increasing the contribution of documents from distant timestamps to the current timestamp. Based on the observed results, we select the optimal standard deviation value of 1.0, since this results in an average neighborhood monotony level that is not too monotonous, and not too unstable. Figure 7 shows how the different metrics of neighborhood monotony change for different neighborhood sizes (k) while varying the context of the selected representation. As we use different contexts, the neighborhood monotony values do not present a significant variation. We believe that this behavior results from the idea that words that are closer to the word of interest are more relevant and often appear together in many different documents. This means that the immediate context of a word will probably be part of its nearest-neighbor set. Thus, increasing the size of the window does not improve significantly the detection of changes in the neighborhood. Based on these results, we decided to use a window size of two words on each side of the center word, since this is also the value used by Rudolph and Blei [45] .
D. Quantitative comparison with other methods
A quantitative evaluation is significantly difficult because there is no method that can be considered a "ground truth". Ideally, the model of a word should capture the underlying structure of the original data as well as the temporal semantic evolution. The structure will aid neighborhood selection in every timestamp and hence capture how the neighborhood changes. The changes are best represented by performing neighborhood retrieval using the tf-idf model, with the understanding that tf-idf suffers from sparsity-and noise-related issues along with continuity in the time dimension. Thus, in our work we target construction of a model that, for evolution tracking, is good at all of the following aspects: (a) filtering noisy data, (b) keeping the evolution patterns similar to the underlying original data, (c) not as monotonous as when using dynamic embeddings. We again use the previously introduced neighborhood metrics to compare our method with the neighborhoods obtained using tf-idf and dynamic Bernoulli embeddings. Figure 8 illustrates the trends of the three different methods while changing the size k of the retrieved neighborhoods. As can be seen from the figure, our method achieves results that strike a balance between the highly monotonous results from the dynamic Bernoulli embeddings and the highly unstable results provided by tf-idf. The figure also shows the significant differences between the average, absolute, and minimum neighborhood monotony values for different neighborhood sizes when using our method. Of particular interest is the behavior of the minimum monotony which significantly increases as the neighborhood size increases. This is the expected behavior since as the neighborhood size increases, the probability that a high percentage of words change from one timestamp to the other decreases.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we presented a new time-reflective vector space model representation. This representation allows us to track how the meaning of words changes over time. We compared our model with other text representations, through extensive experiments. Our method obtains a representation that: (1) can track significant changes that are observed within a short period, (2) provides a smooth evolution of the vectors over a continuous temporal vector space, and (3) uses the concept of "diffusion" to compensate for the possible sparsity of a dataset. As a future direction, we plan to obtain a lower-dimensional representation of the vectors, as illustrated by An aspiring approach of Table I. ACKNOWLEDGMENT This material is based upon work supported by the U.S. Army Engineering Research and Development Center under Contract No. W9132V-15-C-0006. This work is also supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. HRD-1242122.
